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Brief

As Charles Hope are scaling, in 

adding new properties across 

Europe, Richard Maurin, the CEO, 

wanted to bring a consistent and 

impressive display of their apart-

ments, which are open to all types of 

guests, but which focus currently on 

the corporate market. The new web-

site and branding, needed to appeal 

across leisure, corporate and other 

markets, making sure ultimately 

guests find it easy to book, or enquire 

and that it’s helpful.
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Goal We Set

The goal for the branding was mo-

dernise the design to work online and 

to have broader appeal. 

The goals decided on for

the website, were: 

· Become a content leader, meaning 

the best most helpful content on 

Charles Hope is on Charles Hope 

direct.

· Market destinations, so the buildings 

and local area, and not just the 

apartments, because people staying 

for weeks, or months, will want to 

know more about the area they are 

located, what they can do and what 

facilities outside of their apartment 

are available. 
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· Market destinations, so the buildings 

and local area, and not just the 

apartments, because people staying 

for weeks, or months, will want to 

know more about the area they are 

located, what they can do and what 

facilities outside of their apartment 

are available. 

· Be as visual as possible. Show with 

images, instead of icons, and use 

video content where we can, which 

helps truly inform the guest. This has 

led to Matterport videos where you 

can explore the entire apartment 

and how to video guides. 

· Communicate the different divi-

sions of Charles Hope and the 

growing nature of markets and acti-

vities.
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Modernised
Branding

New brand logo for website and print. 

New core message “central to your 

stay” to highlight the central city 

locations of the properties Charles 

Hope have, plus the hands on nature 

of the team, in helping guests

through guest services. 

Favicon. 

Social media logo. 

Updated font selection.
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Gotham Light
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Miller-Roman Display
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Website

Mobile and desktop designed. 

Technical speed optimisation to help because of 

the content rich nature of the website. 

SEO optimised, including labelled images, titles, 

and researched keywords and meta descrip-

tions, which fall in the ideal limits for Google’s 

latest guidelines. 

Use of plug in’s such as scripts for Matterport, or 

chat boxes. 

Google Analytics sync to measure all website 

metrics. 

Umbraco 8, easier than Wordpress to use, pro-

fessional content management system enables 

sync of accommodation from elina to the web-

site and booking engine.cross country skiing.
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Book or Chat
Call to Action



charleshope.co.uk

Elina
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Clear Map with
Street View Option
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Location
Explained
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Matterport
Interactive Videos
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Wifi Fully equipped kitchen Balcony

DishwasherHardwood floorsNespresso machine

Gym & fitness centre Co-living space Chill out room

Amenities Listed

Facilities Highlighted
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Distances to Local Facilities
and Attractions
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Local Highlights
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